Search engines and recommender system take advantage of user queries, characteristics, preferences or perceived needs for filtering results. In contexts such as education, considering the purpose of a resource is also fundamental. A document not suitable for learning, although well related to the query, should never be recommended to a student. However, users are currently obliged to spend additional time and effort for matching the machine-filtered results to their purpose. This paper presents a method for automatically filtering web-pages according to their educational usefulness. Our ground truth is a dataset where items are web-pages classified as relevant for education or not. Then, we present a new feature selection method for lowering the number of attributes of the items. We build a committee of feature selection methods, but do not use it as an ensemble. A comprehensive evaluation of our approach against current practices in feature selection and feature reduction demonstrates that our proposal 1) enables state-of-the-art classifiers to perform a significantly faster, yet very accurate, automatic filtering of educational resources, and 2) such filtering meaningfully considers the usefulness of the resource for educational tasks.
INTRODUCTION
A classifier is an algorithm that exploits attributes defining a set of items to elicit their characteristics and commonalities. Typically, the goal of a classifier is to assign a class or "category" to such items, namely a label that identifies clusters of similar elements. Categorization by topic of documents is a research problem well-known in Information Retrieval (IR). The class of a document corresponds to the topics discussed in the text (Qi and Davison, 2009; Schonhofen, 2006) . A more specific context for such a challenge is the categorisation of Web documents. The rapid expansion of the Internet creates an everincreasing demand for faster and yet reliable filtering of web-pages, according to the information needs of users and aiming to eliminate displaying irrelevant and harmful content. Search engines are now very helpful to users that seek web-resources on a specific topic. Such systems perform filtering and ranking of web-pages considering the user's query. However, the same high accuracy is not reached in more challenging tasks. As an example, search engines like Google and others struggle in retrieving only resources suitable for a particular purpose, like teaching (Lombardi and Marani, 2015) . Consequently, educators must invest additional effort to recognise whether or not a web-page is suitable for their teaching needs. Moreover, the accuracy of the classification is not the only difficulty when applying IR techniques on the sheer volume of documents hosted on the Internet. Accessing the most valuable data as quick as possible raises further research questions about both the trade-off in accuracy versus the computational time required by a web-page classifier. Another characteristic of webpages is the multitude of traits (features to be used as independent variables) that may be used for their description. Not surprisingly, the determination of which attributes about a web-page are essential and informative has a massive impact on the velocity of the classifier. Moreover, across many documents, several features may be sparse. Therefore, managing a broad set of features is not always desired, because it brings up the issues associated with the curse of dimensionality. Well-cited studies from researchers in IR focus on handling the typically large number of features of items (Li et al., 2017) . Thus, there is a variety of methods applicable for reducing the feature space, namely feature-selection and feature-reduction algorithms. Many of them rank attributes according to their usefulness in the classification task, for example analysing the correlation between attributes of the elements, or even the amount of information carried by a feature. Other methods focus on discovering redundant attributes that can be removed without sacrificing accuracy. There are also algorithms that combine the original features and generate a new set of attributes aiming to improve the accuracy of the categorisation. However, an incorrect feature selection may complicate even more the performance in real-time classification, which has become an essential aspect in many Web-based applications.
Contribution
We improve by a significant margin the capability to identify web-pages as suitable educational materials. We improve over recent approaches achieving an accuracy rate of about 80% (Estivill-Castro et al., 2018) , and we reach accuracy rates above 95%. We accomplish this noticeable improvement by introducing a new framework for performing Feature Selection (FS). The previous approach achieved their result combining several state-of-the-art algorithms into an ensemble that projected the information info extremely few attributes. We also achieve feature reduction. We also incorporate information from several feature reduction algorithms, but instead of an ensemble, we use each feature-ranking method to rank and then select the features acceptable to our committee of feature rankers. Bringing a group of feature ranking algorithms combines the many different aspects analysed by each of the algorithms, but we do not lose information by creating an ensemble, top features are still passed on to the classification phase. We utilise heavily the potentially obvious principle that a feature is relevant if it scores highly in most of the feature-ranking algorithms. We tested our framework in a filtering task performed on a dataset of more than 5,600 web-pages labelled as relevant for education or not (the data holds ground-truth by human educators identifying those web-pages holding learning objects suitable for education). We compared our proposal on both accuracy and speed against popular algorithms for feature selection and feature reduction. Our results demonstrate that the proposed methodology allows for more accurate and faster classification of web-pages in several scenarios, outperforming current methods and thus achieving a more balanced realtime performance.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Classification of resources on the Web, (i.e. webpages), is a fundamental step towards supporting users' experience (P. et al., 2010) . The Semantic Web community has produced many popular approaches for the classification of web-pages by identification of their topics (Kenekayoro et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2016) . In particular, the binary classification, or filtering, labels a page relevant for the users' query or recognises it is to be avoided (Mohammad et al., 2014) . In this paper, (in a way that enables real-time filtering), instead of categorisation by topic, we aim to classify a web-page according to its purpose and in particular whether it is suitable as educational material. Our methods balance both classification reliability and processing time. Indeed, several studies report that performing a fast classification is very likely to lead to lower precision, aiming to take into account the balance between precision and velocity (Cano et al., 2015; Jaderberg et al., 2014; Rastegari et al., 2016) .
Pre-processing data using Feature Selection techniques speeds up machine learning algorithms, without compromising the accuracy of the outcome. There are two distinct groups of algorithms in this category. Methods for Feature Reduction, or Dimensionality Reduction, are based on combining the existing features into a new set of attributes. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Wold et al., 1987 ) is one of the most famous approaches for feature reduction. It applies orthogonal transformations to the data until the principal components are found, usually by eigendecomposition of the data matrix. In such a case, the result of PCA is a set of vectors of real numbers, called eigenvectors, which are then used as coefficients for weighting the original values of the features. Each eigenvector produces a new feature, by multiplying the coefficients of the vector by the initial set of features. The machine learning software WEKA suggests (Bouckaert et al., 2010) to use PCA in conjunction with a Ranker search, leading to dimensionality reduction by choosing enough eigenvectors to account for a given percentage of the variance in the original data, where 95% is the default value.
Methods performing proper Feature Selection select a subset of the existing attributes according to different criteria. Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) (Granitto et al., 2006 ) is a Feature Selection technique electing a subset of the existing attributes according to their predicted importance for data classification. RFE exploits an algorithm that constructs a model of the data. For that purpose, the CARET package of the statistical software R uses the Ran-dom Forest algorithm (Breiman, 2001) . RFE executes the same algorithm for a given number of iterations, producing a final weight for the attributes. RFE predicts the accuracy of all the possible subsets of the attributes, until finding the subset that leads to the maximum value of accuracy. Then, it retains only those attributes and removes the other features.
Another pre-process approach is to compute a ranking of the attributes. Then, feature selection is performed by retaining only the best-ranked traits. For instance, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) ranking algorithm exploits the output of an SVM classifier (Guyon et al., 2002) to generate a ranking of the original features, according to the square of the weight assigned to them by the classifier. Section 4 presents other proposals in literature for feature ranking and feature selection, in particular, ensembles are emerging as a popular methodology in this field (Estivill-Castro et al., 2018; Li et al., 2009; Saeys et al., 2008) .
DATA COLLECTION
Previous work in this area used a data set with less than 450 instances (Estivill-Castro et al., 2018) : such earlier work used teachers who labelled 198 pages as relevant for teaching, while consider another 244 not relevant for teaching). We built a much larger datasets dataset of web-pages also labelled with two classes: TRUE when a resource has been declared relevant for teaching some concepts, or FALSE when the page does not contain educational content. The relevant web-pages are more than 2,300 web-pages we extracted from two different sources. The first source is the Seminarsonly 1 website, which hosts content about Computer Science, Mechanical, Civic and Electrical Engineering, as well as Chemical and Biomedical sciences among others. The second source of educational material is a subset of web-pages coming from a survey (Obfuscated, 2018) among instructors who judged the suitability of a web-page as a potential learning-object. The judging instructors used a 5-point Likert scale, and we labelled a web-page as TRUE ("relevant for education") only when it collected 3 points (relevant) or more (where the maximum is 5 points --Strongly relevant), discarding the others. On the other hand, we obtain the web-pages classified as FALSE ("non-relevant for education") by the crawling of URLs contained into the DMOZ open directory, currently known as Curlie 2 , resulting in more than 3,200 web-pages considered as not suitable for educational purposes. In total, our dataset consists of around 5,600 labelled web-pages, according to their usability in educational contexts, where each item in the dataset is described by 53 attributes. Those traits are coming from natural language analysis of the textual content of the web-page, also involving semantic approaches such as extracting DBpedia 3 entities (Piao and Breslin, 2016; Xiong et al., 2016) . For such a purpose, we included the named entity recognition tool Dandelion API 4 , as suggested in the literature (Limongelli et al., 2017) . Scalability: We artificially blew up our dataset to test the scalability of our method as data increases. Since we aim for web-based applications, we foresee that the number of web-pages will continuously grow, so that the classifier should able to learn from larger and larger datasets. We name our original dataset as x1; later versions are built duplicating the items of the previous version applying a small, random perturbation to the values of the attributes. Therefore, the expanded datasets are called x2, x4, x8, x16 because they are respectively 2, 4, 8 and 16 times larger than the original one, with nearly 90,000 items in the x16 version. We used them as dummy datasets only for evaluating the speed of our proposed method in a more realistic Web environment where scalability is also important. However, their items cannot be used for analysing the accuracy, because the labels are not representative of the purpose of the web-pages.
METHODOLOGY
We propose a method for filtering web-pages that may be suitable for use in educational tasks, balancing the accuracy and speed aiming to be as fit as possible for real-time applications. We can even increase the precision of a classification by selecting a subset of features that can reasonably describe the data, instead of using all the attributes.
As suggested by others (Estivill-Castro et al., 2018), we use of HTML tags to divide each web-page into four parts: i) the Title, ii) the Body, iii) the Links, and iv) the Highlights, (the Title is extracted from the title tag and the Body section from the body tag). Then, inside the Body tag, the text between anchor < a > tags is concatenated and labelled as the Links, while Links are extracted from all text between the tags < h1 >, < h2 >, < h3 >, < b > and < strong > we obtain the Highlights. Features for each of these 4 sections are as follows.
Complex-words Ratio: This is the ratio of the number of complex words on the total number of words (i.e., the length) in a text:
Complex Words Ratio = number of complex words number of words .
The Fathom API 5 is used for deducing the quantity of complex words, for instance words composed by three or more syllables. Then we extract the following syntactic features, at four threshold levels for all four section.
Number of Entities:
Number entities = EntityExtraction(text) . This is the quantity of entities extracted by Dandelion from a text, hence, how many semantic "items" (names, places, concepts, etc...) the author wrote about in the Web-page.
Entities by Words:
It is the number of concept entities extracted from a text, with respect to the total number of words and computed as follows:
Entities By Words = number of entities number of words .
In other words, this feature gives an insight of how many words the author has used around an entity and, from the reader point-of-view, how much it is necessary to read for finding a semantic entity.
Concepts by Words:
This value is calculated similarly to the Entities By Words, but considering only the concept entities:
Concepts By Words = number of concepts number of words .
The idea is to measure how many words it is necessary to read for finding a concept; the higher the ratio, the more focused on concepts is the resource, consequently the more concise is the style of the author.
Number of Concepts by Entities:
This feature reports the fraction of entities that are also concepts, with respect to the total number of entities found in a text:
Concepts By Entities = number of concepts number of entities .
Similarly to the previous value, such ratio is a predictor of the conciseness of the author on the main concepts with respect to the amount of knowledge (of any kind) delivered by the Web-page. And also we extract 4 semantic features at four threshold levels for the 4 sections.
Semantic Density by Number of Words: It measures how many distinct entities Dandelion extracted from the text (i.e., the set of discussed topics), with respect to the number of words:
SD By Words = |Entities| # words .
When two texts have similar quantities of words, the one with more distinct entities is the denser.
Semantic Density by Reading Time: Similarly to the previous feature, but measured in relation to the reading time of the text:
SD By ReadingTime = |Entities| reading time .
In this case, the text is denser when the reading time is low, and the number of distinct entities (i.e., topics) is high.
Semantic Density by Number of Words, Concepts
Only: This feature considers only distinct concept entities, with respect to the number of words:
SD Concepts By Words = |Concepts| number of words .
Concepts are more frequent than other types of entities in the educational texts of our dataset. Hence, the concept-based semantic density is expected to hold significant information for the educational classification process.
Semantic Density by Reading Time, Concepts Only: It measures the quantity of concepts taught by a text according to the time needed for reading it:
SD Concepts By ReadingTime = |Concepts| reading time .
As an example, let us consider two texts where Dandelion extracted the same amount of distinct concepts.
In that case, the text which requires less reading time presents concepts in a more condensed way, so it holds higher semantic density than its counterpart. In other words, less time is spent for other entities (i.e., non-concepts) that are not likely to be used in educational resources, while important concepts receive more attention. Hence, the total number of features is computed as following:
Some features may be redundant; thus the precision should not decrease much when discarding them. As mentioned in Section 2, PCA, RFE and SVM are among the most popular algorithms for feature selection and reduction. Another way is to involve several feature selection methods in one unique ensemble and then compute an overall ranking of the features, as in the Rank Score algorithm (Estivill-Castro et al., 2018) . By involving algorithms focused on different aspects of the data, it is possible to achieve a more comprehensive analysis of the feature space than using only one algorithm. Instead of building en ensemble (top features are merged into lees, for example by a linear combination), we use all the features that receive high scores form several of the feature ranking methods below. These feature ranking methods have implementations in the WEKA machine learning suite 6 .
1. Gain Ratio: It measures the worth of an attribute by the gain ratio concerning the class. 2. Correlation: The Pearson's correlation between an attribute and the class is the measure used by this algorithm. 3. Symmetrical Uncertainty: It computes the importance of a feature by measuring the symmetrical uncertainty (Witten et al., 2016) concerning the class. 4. Information Gain: The worth of an attribute relating to the class is evaluated using the Information Gain measure Information Gain(Class, f ) = H(Class) − H(Class| f ) where f is the feature and H is the entropy function.
6 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ ∼ ml/weka/ 5. Chi-squared: This algorithm considers the chisquared statistic of the attribute with respect to the class as the importance of a feature. 6. Clustering Variation: uses the Variation measure for computing a ranking of the attributes set, then the set is split into two groups where the Verification method deduces the best cluster (refer to the WEKA APIs for further information about those algorithms). 7. Significance: It uses the Probabilistic Significance to evaluate the importance of a feature (Ahmad and Dey, 2005).
The implementation we use for performing the feature-selection algorithms is the one provided by the WEKA Java APIs, where the search method is Ranker and all the parameters are set to their default values. For running RFE, we used the R 3.4.1 statistical software suite 7 .
Time Analysis: Figure 1 shows the computation time for the algorithms mentioned above, on a logarithmic scale. RFE is dramatically slower for all the datasets (two to four orders of magnitude) than the other methods, therefore it is not suitable for real-time applications. SVM is generally one order slower than both PCA and our Panel-based proposal (the panel computes the 7 feature ranking methods, each voting for each feature in proportion to how high the rank the feature). Our Panel requires the same computation than the Ensemble proposed in earlier work (EstivillCastro et al., 2018) . PCA is faster than the Panel throughout the datasets, however, the time needed by the Panel is the sum of seven other methods (represented in a dotted fashion in Figure 1 ). Each of those is either faster or similar in speed to PCA. Hence, we expect that the Panel method may fill such velocity gap if we incorporate further refinements, for example, its singular methods can be executed in parallel. However, that is beyond the goal of this paper. Resulting Sets of Features: Considering the time needed for the attribute selection phase across the different versions of the dataset, we conclude that SVM, PCA and our seven-way Panel yield similar speed performance in pre-processing for classification. About scalability, the algorithms maintain the same trend as the number of items increase. On our original dataset x1, PCA selected 14 principal components, namely linear combinations of the original features. However, SVM produced a ranking of the attributes and not a selection that excludes some. So, for a fair comparison, we chose to retain only the top-10 attributes for SVM.
To standardise our notation, given a feature selec-tion method m, we define the ranking of a feature x by m as: Rank Score(x, m) = |F| − Position m (x) + 1 where |F| is the cardinality of the feature set (i.e., the number of features). In order to avoid a Rank Score of 0 for the least relevant feature, we add 1 at the end of the Rank Score function. Therefore, the most relevant feature according to m receives the highest Rank Score, which is equal to the number of features involved. Therefore, we selected only the features above 80% of the Rank Score (360 points in this study, so the threshold is set around 290 points), resulting in ten features: From now on, we refer to the two baseline attribute sets as PCA and Top-10 SVM, and to the proposed set of 10 features as Top10-Rank Score.
EVALUATION
We are interested in identifying the methods where the classification can be performed in a short time to be applicable for real-time purposes. The previous section reported the execution time of the feature selection methods on an incremental number of items, from around 5,600 to nearly 90,000. PCA ranked as the fastest algorithm. However, a swift decision on which attributes to take into account may not lead to obtaining the best accuracy when utilised for classification purposes. Moreover, the feature selection process must be performed before the filtering activity, because the latter needs to use the results coming from the former task. In other words, the attribute selection could be considered as the "learning" task. Therefore, we cannot judge the best combination only taking into account the time for feature selection, so we performed a comparison of the performance in filtering the items in our datasets, measuring their accuracy and velocity (where the final cost includes the time for building the model). Classifiers: For a comprehensive evaluation across all types of machine-learning algorithms for classification, we used four popular state-of-the-art classifiers: Bayesian Network (Cooper and Herskovits, 1992) as Bayesian classifier, the Rule -based algorithm Decision 
where f is the i-th fold, and # folds are 30 in this study. We present our results as percentage values when running the classifiers on the original dataset; the wider versions are dummies and must be used only for time analysis. We estimate the balance between accuracy and time for a given classifier using the BalanceRatio(Estivill-Castro et al., 2018), namely the ratio of AP and the average execution time in seconds across the 30 folds AT , using only the x1 dataset:
RESULTS
We evaluate the merit of the three feature-selection approaches using our dataset and estimating the balance between precision and speed, across different classification methods. As a baseline, we consider the entire feature set (AllFeatures) prior to performing any attribute selection. We first evaluated the accuracy in the binary classification task on the original dataset of 5,600 web-pages, labelled as TRUE when relevant for education, FALSE otherwise. Figure 2 shows the AP measure obtained using the Top10-Rank Score set, while the others are reported in a heat-map for a meaningful visual comparison, where the darker the square, the better is the performance using Rank Score. Negative values mean that Rank Score is less accurate than the compared feature set. Not surprisingly, the AllFeatures set yields the highest accuracy. However, the discrepancy in accuracy with Top10-Rank Score is never more than 1.04% (this happens for the Logistic algorithm). PCA is in some cases more precise (see Logistic and SGD in the same figure) but running the DecisionTable method the Top10-Rank Score allows it to perform 1.24% more accurate on the average. When comparing Top10-Rank Score against Top10-SVM, the heatmap shows that all algorithms obtained higher precision using the former instead of the latter. Therefore, we can conclude that when exploiting the Top10-Rank Score feature set, the AP is closer to the benchmark that includes all the features. Moreover, it displays a superior AP than the one registered with PCA or with Top10-SVM.
Turning to running speed, we recall that we run the algorithms on the original x1 dataset, but also using the dummies x2, x4, x8 and x16 for analysing the scalability of our approach. All the results are grouped in an overall heat-map (see Figure 3) , where the values are in comparison with the Top10-Rank Score set of features. Again, the darker the square, the better Rank Score performs. Conversely, negative values indicate a lower AT required by classifiers using Rank Score, meaning faster execution. Feature selection techniques are expected to speed-up the filtering task; all the classifiers fulfilled that expectation, thus, we can claim that the AllFeatures set obtains the highest accuracy and the worst execution time. Hence, a pre-processing that merely includes AllFeatures is not meeting our speed needs, and attribute selection should lead to better results. RandomForest: Figure 4 shows the time performance of the tree-based algorithm RandomForest, with a zoom on the results on the original x1 dataset. In this case, the filtering based on Top10-Rank Score traits is significantly faster than other methods: 14% quicker than Top10-SVM, while 40% and 70% faster than PCA and AllFeatures respectively. When running on the dummy datasets, performances with Top10-Rank Score and Top10-SVM sets are similar, while the trend for PCA increases until over 48%. About AllFeatures, Top10-Rank Score is still 43% quicker. Therefore, running PCA is not the best choice when filtering web-pages using RandomForest. Our result suggest to use Rank Score, with SVM as an alternative. DecisionTable: Also in this case ( Figure 5 ), there is a consistent gap between Top10-Rank Score and the other sets in the x1 dataset. Indeed, it is 20% faster than Top10-SVM and 31% in comparison with PCA. Compared to using no feature selection at all, filtering with Top10-Rank Score is more than 90% quicker. The speed recorded using the dummies indicates feature selection with SVM is able to catch up with Rank Score till becoming 3% faster (in the x16 dataset). Top10-Rank Score is also more than 80% faster than PCA and the whole feature set on the biggest dataset. Logistic: When filtering using Logistic (Figure 6 ), Rank Score is still the most convenient choice rather than using either AllFeatures or PCA. Their gap starts at 23% and 81% on the original dataset, growing until 60% and 99.8% respectively when taking the dummies into account. When testing versus Top10-SVM on x1 and x16, our method is 2.5% and 11.2% quicker respectively. Bayes Network: In Figure 7 ) we observe that using either Rank Score or SVM the AT value is nearly the same on high volumes of web-pages. However, Top10-Rank Score starts as 13% quicker, and it ends up being still around 3% faster than Top10-SVM. When considering PCA or AllFeatures, again, Top10-Rank Score is undoubtedly the best option with a speed gain from 20% to 76% against the former, and up to 82% compared to the latter. Balance Analysis: The overall goal of our evaluation is to declare which feature selection method enables the best balance for filtering educational webpages. To sum up our findings, we measure the balance between precision and speed using the previously presented BalanceRatio when performing the filtering task on the x1 dataset. Table 1 shows the AP, AT and BalanceRatio values for the Random Forest algorithm. As reported, the method based on Rank Score is the most balanced, despite the fact that AllFeatures allows for slightly more precise filtering. However, the impressive speed of the classifier when using the Top10-Rank Score makes this combination the most balanced to be used with Random Forest. The BalanceRatio for the classifier Decision Table is reported in Table 2 . As well as in the previous case, the most balanced filtering is the one performed using the Top10-Rank Score. We noticed a sharp increment compared to the balance measured in Random Forest, from 1.465 to 4.540 always referring to Rank Score and similar figures for PCA and SVM. Also Logistic benefits of the most balanced outcome using the Top10-Rank Score, even if PCA permits a higher accuracy. On the other hand, SVM is only 2.5% slower (3 msec.), but the lower accuracy does not allow the classifier to achieve the best possible balance. The BalanceRatio is more than double the value reported for Decision Table for all the attribute sets, including when considering AllFeatures. When running the BayesNet classifier, Rank Score is still the method that allows the best-balanced performance. Indeed, the same algorithm executed with PCA and SVM is just 12 and 7 msec. slower respectively. The result is even more critical when compared with the Logistic algorithm since the execution time for a 30-fold cross validation on the x1 dataset with BayesNet requires just half of the time. Then, the higher accuracy of BayesNet with input from Top10-Rank Score makes this combination impossible to be overtaken by any of the others. Such result is evident in Figure 8 , which shows the BalanceRatio for all the pairs of a feature selection method and a classifier. All in all, Rank Score is the approach that permits the most balanced filtering performance across all the classification algorithms.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a method for filtering web-pages according to their suitability for education, focused on balancing the precision and velocity aiming to be effective in real-time applications. Our accuracy is above 95% for all classifier methods (see results for AP with 30-fold cross validation, which give statistical significance that the accuracy is above 90%). Indeed, classification of documents on the Web is required to be both fast and accurate, and is more challenging if we aim for purpose rather than topic. This is crucial for education, because an application such as a recommender system should consider purpose and not just topic. Furthermore, in a Web-based environment, filtering techniques must be precise, efficient and scalable. For achieving our goal of balancing accuracy and velocity, we investigated whether or not feature selection methods can help to speed up classifiers when applied on a series of datasets (see Section 3). We tested the algorithms Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and we proposed a panel based on Rank Score. The latter exploits the principles of ensembles of feature selection methods but instead we used as a panel of algorithms. Using a panel seven of feature ranking algorithms (offered by the WEKA machine learning APIs) we obtain 10 features we can evaluate by accuracy and speed when used as input to four state-of-the-art classifiers. For deducing whether or not feature selection is beneficial, we also included the original attribute set in our comparison set up as a 30-fold cross validation on five sets of data of incremental size. Results show that our methodology allows filtering methods to achieve an average precision very close to using all features and higher than SVM. In particular, our methodology permits to obtain and also surpass 90% accuracy. Such remarkable result in accuracy is paired with a dramatic reduction of the classification time when comparing against PCA.
